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Abstract. We consider the problem of simulating a PRAM on a distributed memory machine (DMM). Our main result is a randomized
algorithm that simulates each step of an n-processor CRCW PRAM on
an n-processor DMM with O(log log log n log n) delay, with high probability. This is an exponential improvement on all previously known simulations. It can be extended to a simulation of an (n log log log n log n)processor EREW PRAM on an n-processor DMM with optimal delay
O(log log log n log n), with high probability. Finally a lower bound of
(log log log n=log log log log n) expected time is proved for a large class
of randomized simulations that includes all known simulations.

1 Introduction
Parallel machines that communicate via a shared memory (Parallel Random
Access Machines, PRAMs) are the most commonly used machine model for describing parallel algorithms (see e.g. [J92]). The PRAM is relatively comfortable
to program, because the programmer does not have to deal with the hardware
limitations, like e.g. synchronization, data locality or interprocessor communication, and can only focus on the combinatorial properties of the problem at
hand. On the other hand shared memory machines are very unrealistic from the
technological point of view, because, for example, on large machines a parallel
shared memory access can only be realized at the cost of a signi cant time delay. A more realistic model which tries to overcome this unrealistic assumption,
is the Distributed Memory Machine (DMM), in which the memory is divided
into a limited number of memory modules, one module per processor. Each such
module can respond to only one access at a time. Thus DMMs exhibit the phenomenon of memory contention, in which an access request is delayed because
of concurrent requests to the same module.
?
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In an e ort to understand the e ects of memory contention on the performance of parallel computers, several authors have investigated the simulation of
shared memory machines on DMMs. Often the authors assumed that processors
and modules are connected by a bounded degree network, and packet routing
is used to access the modules [R91, L92a, L92b, U84, KU86]. In this paper we
study DMMs with a complete interconnection between processors and modules.
Simulations based on hashing distribute the shared memory cells U among
the modules using one or more hash functions hi : U ! [n], 3 i 2 [a]; cell
u 2 U is stored in the modules Mh1 (u) ; : : :; Mha (u) . All such simulations assume
that h1 ; : : :; ha are randomly chosen from a high performance universal class
of hash functions as e.g. presented by Dietzfelbinger and Meyer auf der Heide
[DM90] or Siegel [S89]. The delay of a simulation is the time needed to simulate
a parallel memory access of a PRAM. We say a randomized simulation of a pprocessor PRAM on an n-processor DMM is time-processor optimal if the delay
is O(p=n) with high probability (w.h.p.)4. It is easily seen that a simulation of
an n-processor EREW PRAM on an n-processor DMM using one hash function has contention (log n=loglogn), w.h.p., even if the hash function behaves
like a random function. Karp et al. [KLM92] invent the idea of performing a
simulation based on more than one hash function. They present a simulation of
an n-processor EREW PRAM on an n-processor DMM with delay O (loglog n),
w.h.p., with three hash functions. Thus, at the expense of increasing the total
storage requirement by a constant factor, the running time of the simulation is
exponentially decreased. They also obtain a time-processor optimal simulation of
an (n log logn log n)-processor EREW PRAM on an n-processor DMM. Using
the majority technique due to Upfal and Wigderson [UW87], Dietzfelbinger and
Meyer auf der Heide [DM93] extend this result to a much simpler schedule for an
O (loglog n) simulation on the weaker c-collision DMM. In this model a module
can only answer, if it gets less than c requests; otherwise it sends a collision
symbol. Goldberg et al. [GMR94] show that one can perform a time-processor
optimal simulation with delay O (loglog n), w.h.p., even on a 1-collision model
(called also OCPC). Meyer auf der Heide et al. [MSS95] extend the simulation on
a DMM to more hash functions which yields a delay of O(log logn=log loglog n),
w.h.p.. As it uses a non-constant number of hash functions it cannot be turned
into a time-processor optimal simulation.
The techniques used in these papers seem not to yield simulations with
smaller delay. In particular, MacKenzie et al. [MPR94] and independently Meyer
auf der Heide et al. [MSS95] show lower bounds for classes of algorithms that
capture all these algorithms. To break the (log log n) lower bound of Meyer
auf der Heide et al. [MSS95] for simulations with constant memory redundancy
one has to use non-oblivious techniques. Using information about the number of
accesses at a module, Czumaj et al. [CMS95] present a randomized simulation
of an EREW PRAM with delay O(log log n=logloglog n) and constant memory
redundancy, w.h.p.. They also extend this result to a time-processor optimal
3 In this paper [n] will always denote the set f1; 2; :::;ng.
4 W.h.p. means \with probability at least 1 ? nl for any constant l".

simulation of an (n loglog n log n=loglog log n)-processor EREW PRAM on an
n-processor DMM.
In this paper we design new shared memory simulations that improve all
previously known results by an exponential decrease of the delay. We design a
simulation of an n-processor EREW PRAM on an n-processor DMM with delay
O(loglog logn log n), w.h.p.. We model access requests by an access graph, in
which the nodes correspond to the modules and the edges correspond to the
accesses of the processors. In all previously known simulations each module essentially decides which request to answer based only on the structure of the
corresponding node, its incident edges, and its neighbors. We show that using
as much information about the structure of the neighborhood of each node as
available during the time of the simulation may drastically improve simulations.
A clever access protocol ensures that our access graph will decay in small independent subgraphs. Within these small components we can perform a constant
time protocol to answer all remaining accesses of the processors. The algorithms
are based on sophisticated log-star techniques that explore the neighborhood of
each node and an analysis of the random structure of the access graph. In a full
paper we present a simple protocol which enables us to turn any simulation with
constant storage overhead of an n-processor EREW PRAM on an n-processor
DMM into a time-processor optimal one. Finally we show that our implementations are almost optimal. We present an (loglog logn= log loglog logn) lower
bound for a large class of randomized simulations that includes all the known
simulations.
Note that our simulations of an n-processor EREW PRAM on an n-processor
DMM can be easily extended to simulations of an n-processor CRCW PRAM
without increasing the delay. We are not able, however, to obtain a time-processor
optimal simulation of a CRCW PRAM. Although the techniques of Karp et al.
[KLM92] can be used to get a simulation of an O(n loglog logn log n)-processor
CRCW PRAM on an n-processor DMM with delay O(loglog log n(log n)2 ),
which is only a factor of log n away from optimality.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we proceed with the de nition
of the computation models and state a graph-theoretic lemma that is the basis
of all our analysis. In Section 3 we elaborate some algorithmic utilities for a
random graph, especially how to explore the k-neighborhood of a node, which
is essential for our algorithms. In Section 4 we present the O(log log logn log n)
simulation. Finally Section 5 presents the (loglog logn= log loglog logn) lower
bound for simulations on the DMM.
Because of space limitations some details and proofs are omitted in this
extended abstract.

2 Preliminaries
A parallel random access machine (PRAM) consists of p processors P1 ; : : :; Pp
and a shared memory with cells U = [m]. The processors work synchronously
and have random access to the shared memory cells, each of which can store

an integer. We consider two models of a PRAM, an exclusive read exclusive
write (EREW) PRAM, in which concurrent reads and writes are forbidden, and
a concurrent read concurrent write (CRCW) PRAM, which allows concurrent

reads and writes. We only deal with an Arbitrary CRCW PRAM, in which
if several processors want to write to the same memory cell simultaneously an
arbitrary one succeeds.
A distributed memory machine (DMM) has n processors, Q1 ; : : :; Qn, which
communicate via a distributed memory consisting of n modules, M1 ; : : :; Mn .
Each module has a communication window. A module can read from or write
into its window. From the point of view of the processors, a window acts like
a shared memory cell, where concurrent accesses are allowed. If more than one
processor want to access the same module simultaneously then an arbitrary one
succeeds. The following lemma can easily be obtained.
Lemma 1. An n-processor Arbitrary CRCW PRAM with O(n) shared memory cells and an n-processor DMM can simulate each other with constant delay.
Our PRAM simulations follow the ideas of Upfal and Wigderson [UW87], and
Dietzfelbinger and Meyer auf der Heide [DM93] (see also [M92]). The memory of
a PRAM is hashed using three hash functions h1 ; h2, and h3. That means, each
memory cell u 2 U of a PRAM will be stored in the modules Mh1 (u) ; Mh2 (u) , and
Mh3 (u) of a DMM. We will call the representations of u in the Mhi (u)'s the copies
of u. For simplicity of presentation we assume that all the hash functions used
are random functions. Universal classes of functions developed by Siegel [S89]
are sucient for our purposes, however (see e.g. [KLM92, MSS95, GMR94]). For
the simulation of a PRAM step we use the technique of Upfal and Wigderson
[UW87] which ensures that it suces to access arbitrary two out of the three
copies of a shared memory to guarantee a correct simulation. To write to a
memory cell a processor of the DMM accesses at least two of the copies and
adds a time stamp to them indicating the (PRAM-) time of the update. To read
a memory cell a processor has to access two of the copies and takes the one with
the latest time stamp.
As in [CMS95], we modify the two-out-of-three idea and split this schedule
into three steps of trying to access one out of two copies with a di erent pair of
hash functions in each step. Clearly in this way we always access at least two
copies. Therefore in the following we will analyze how to simulate an access of
the shared memory that uses two hash functions h1 and h2.
For technical reasons, we do not perform all n accesses to the shared memory
simultaneously but split the requests into batches of size n=c, for some constant
c  1, which will be speci ed in Lemma 2. Since we only have a constant number
of batches, this will slow down our algorithm only by a constant factor.
Let S denote such a batch. Let us call a schedule where one has to access
for each u 2 S at least one of the two possible copies a one-out-of-two schedule.
Let G = ([n]; E) be the labeled directed graph, de ned by h1 ; h2 and the set
of requests S, that has an edge (h1 (u); h2(u)) labeled u for each u 2 S. Note
that parallel edges and self-loops are allowed in G. Let H be the labeled graph
obtained from G by removing all directions from the edges.

Our simulations rely on the properties of the random graph H. The following
lemma was proved partially by Karp et al. [KLM92] and Czumaj et al. [CMS95].

Lemma 2. For each constant l there is a constant c such that for the graph H ,
consisting of n nodes and n=c edges, the following conditions hold with probability
at least 1 ? 1=nl .
(a) H has no connected component of size larger than logn.
(b) For each pair of nodes v and w there are only O(1) simple paths from v to w.
(c) There are only O(1) cycles in H .
(d) For each  < log c=4l
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3 Algorithmic Utilities
All the algorithms we describe in this section are designed on an Arbitrary
CRCW PRAM with O (n) space. Lemma 1 shows that they run on a DMM as
well, with constant delay.

3.1 Log-Star Techniques
The following are the main tools used by our algorithms. Let b > 1 be any small
constant, e.g. b = 2. If an array of size bn contains at least n objects we will call
it padded-consecutive.
Given n integers x1 ; x2; : : :; xn, the strong semisorting problem [BH93] is
to store them in a padded-consecutive array, such that all variables with the
same value occur in a padded-consecutive subarray. Given n bits x1 ; x2; : : :; xn,
the chaining problem [R93, BV93] is to nd for each xi , the nearest 1's both
to its left and to its right. The processor allocation problem [GMV91] is to
redistribute m tasks among n processors, so that each processor gets O(1+m=n)
tasks. For a given sequence of integers, x1 ;    ; xn; xi 2 [n], the approximate
parallel pre x sums problem [GMV94] is to nd a sequence y0 = 0; y1;    ; yn,
yi 2 [n], such that for i 2 [n], xi  yi ? yi?1  bxi . We combine results of
[R93, BV93, GMV91, GMV94, BH93] in the following lemma.

Lemma 3. The strong semisorting problem, the chaining problem, the processor
allocation problem, and the approximate parallel pre x sums can be solved on an
Arbitrary CRCW PRAM in O (log "n) time with linear total work and linear
space, with probability at least 1 ? 2?n for some constant " > 0.

3.2 Algorithms on the Random Graph H
Throughout this section H will always denote a graph which ful lls the conditions of Lemma 2. Our algorithms need a data structure, called path-accessstructure, that allows fast access to all paths of length at most k in H. Note
that, by the properties of H from Lemma 2, the total length of all the paths is
O(n). We store the paths in an array S of length O(n), which consists of padded
consecutive subarrays Sv , for each node v of H. Each Sv contains each path
starting in node v as consecutive cells. In order to access the paths we build up
an array P which consists of padded consecutive subarrays Pv , for each node v of
H. Pv contains a pointer to the header of each path starting at node v together
with the length of this path.
We rst show how to build up the path-access-structure for paths of length
at most k, and then how to update the structure under edge deletions.

Lemma 4. The path-access-structure can be built on an n-processor DMM for
all paths in H of length at most k w.h.p. in time O(log k log n), with linear total
work.

For the proof of Lemma 4 we need a lemma that was essentially proved in
[CMS95].
Lemma 5. In time O(log n) and with linear total work, w.h.p., an n-processor
DMM can compute the degree of each node of H and can store its adjacency list
in a consecutive subarray of an array of length O(n), evenly distributed among
the modules.

Proof of Lemma 4. The algorithm is based on the standard doubling technique

(see e.g. [J92]). We perform logk+1 iterations and ensure the following invariant
after r iterations, 0  r  log k: Each node v has already found all simple
paths of length at most 2r that start at v, stored them in a padded-consecutive
subarray Sv and stored the pointers to each path together with its length in a
padded-consecutive subarray Pv . Additionally, if a given node has already found
all simple paths then we call it inactive . Otherwise it is active . In each iteration
of the algorithm only active nodes participate.
When r = 0 then all the paths of length 1 are exactly the edges incident to
v. Thus, Lemma 5 can be used to nd the adjacency list in O(log n) time with
linear total work, w.h.p.. Additionally we inactivate all isolated nodes.
We perform the (r + 1)-st iteration, for r  0, by pointer jumping. Let v be
any active node and Cv be its connected component. Note that since v is active
jCv j  2r . First, v computes how many simple paths of length at most 2r start
at v. Because it is hard to compute this value exactly, each node v computes a
value ~r (v) which is not smaller and at least b times larger than the number of
paths that start at v. Since the subarray Pv containing the pointers to all simple
paths starting at v is padded-consecutive, simply nding the rst and the last
such paths enables to compute ~r (v) after performing the chaining algorithm.
Now we compute approximately the total length, ~r (v), of all simple paths stored

at Sv . Since the lengths of all such paths are stored at Pv , we compute ~r (v)
using the approximate pre x sums algorithm, for all v. The di erence between
the last path-length in two consecutive subarrays Pv and Pv gives us ~r (v).
Let (x; y) be the last edge of any simple path p of length 2r which starts at v.
To nd all paths of length l, 2r < l  2r+1 , starting with p, we must combine p
with all paths of length at most 2r starting at y. Then we remove their anomalies,
i.e., the paths that create cycles. Observe that using the values ~r (y) and ~r (y)
we know how big the new arrays Pv and Sv have to be (for each path p, Pv has
to be extended by ~r (y) and Sv by 2r  ~r (y) + ~r (y)). This space allocation can
be done using global approximate pre x sums. Observe that ~r (v) = O(jCv j)
and ~r (v) = O(jCv j  2r ) = O(jCv j2). Hence the size of the new Pv is O(jCv j2),
and the size of the new Sv is O(jCv j3). It is easy to compute the length of each
new created path to maintain Pv . To update Sv we only have to copy the old
paths from Sv and concatenate the paths from v to y with simple paths from y.
Hence these operations can be performed in constant time with the total work
proportional to the sizes
P of the new Pv and Sv . This means that the total work
for all nodes at all is C :jC j2r O(jC j4), and the running time in each iteration
is O(log n), that is needed for computing ~r (v), ~r (y) and allocate Pv 's and
Sv 's.
Finally we have to remove the obtained paths that are not simple. We identify
each path in Sv with the position of the rst node. Then we perform strong
semisorting within all arrays Sv with respect to the pairs [path, a node on the
path]. Now, if there is more than one pair [p,y], which can be easily veri ed, then
the path p is not simple and we eliminate it. Strong semisorting within all arrays
Pv can be used to remove non-simple paths from these arrays. Using the lengths
of the paths in the Pv 's, approximate pre x sums enables to remove all non
simple paths in the arrays Sv . Hence we can maintain the padded-consecutivety
of the Pv 's and Sv 's. Now we inactivate a node v if the new Pv contains no path
of length 2r+1 .
P
The running time of iteration r is O (log n) with total work O( C :jC j2r jC j4).
Therefore, the total work of the algorithm is
0
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and by Lemma 2, this is O(n).
Now we show how to maintain the path-access-structure when we allow removing edges from the graph. The proof of the following lemma can be obtained
using techniques from the proof of Lemma 4.

Lemma 6. Assume that the path-access-structure is already built. Then
after
removing some edges from the graph it can be updated in time O(log n) with
linear work on an n-processor DMM, w.h.p..

The next lemma shows how to use the path-access-structure to count the
number of all simple paths of length at most k.

Lemma 7. Suppose that the path-access-structure is given. Then for all edges e
and indices r 2 [k], the number of simple paths of length exactly r that start with
edge e can be computed in O(log n) time with linear work on an n-processor
DMM, w.h.p..

Proof. For each simple path in all Sv 's we consider the pairs [starting edge of
the path, length of the path]. Now we perform strong semisorting with respect
to these keys. Hence all the simple paths (in fact their representatives) that
start with the same edge e and are of the same length r are stored in a paddedconsecutive subarray, which we call Xe;r . If ye;r denotes the number of such
paths, then ye;r  jXe;r j  bye;r = O(ye;r ). We allocate jXe;r j  2jXe;rj processors
to the pair [e; r] and compute ye;r in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 5
in constant time. Now we have to show that we only use O (n) processors. Let
Ce be the connected component e belongs to. By Lemma 2, ye;r = O(jCv j) and
hence
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Lemma 2 ensures that this is bounded by O(n).

4 Triple-Logarithmic Simulation
One can view the one-out-of-two schedule as the following process on the graph
H. Each processor that wants to access a shared memory cell u 2 U asks in
each step either Mh1 (u) or Mh2 (u) . This corresponds to directing the edge u in
H to Mh1 (u) or Mh2 (u) , respectively. Then, if a module Mj answers the request
to cell u (that is, either the content of u is shown in the window of Mj during
the reading phase, or the content of u is changed according to the processor that
wants to write into u) then the edge labeled u is removed from H. That is, we
direct every edge in H and then every node removes one edge (if any) that points
to it. Before the next step starts, the orientations from the remaining edges are
erased. The simulation ends when all the edges from H are removed.
The O(log log=log loglog n)-time simulation from [CMS95] is based on very
local information. Each node looks only at its neighbors in the access graph and,
based on their degrees, chooses one incident edge. The main observation leading
to improvements of that result is to look more globally and try to use information
on as many nodes and edges as possible. The notion of the k-neighborhood plays
the crucial role in our paper. The k-neighborhood of a node v is the subgraph
of H containing the nodes and the edges that are reachable from v by a path
of length at most k. Instead of looking only at the neighbors, now each node
v will base the decision which incident edge to remove on the structure of its
k-neighborhood. We will explore the k-neighborhood of each node in H. As
we show in Section 3, essentially all information on the k-neighborhood can be
computed in O(log k log n) time with linear total work. In this section we will

rst show a process that removes all edges from a connected component with
diameter  in time O(log  log n). Then we present an algorithm that essentially
breaks large connected components into smaller ones and then use the process
on graphs with small diameter.

4.1 Cleaning up the Neighborhood
The access schedules described in previous papers (e.g. in [KLM92]) show how
to remove all edges of a connected component C of H in time O(log(jC j)).
The following lemma describes how to achieve a time O(log(diameter of C)).
Note that this does not give fast simulations on its own, because H has a connected component of diameter (log n= loglogn), with constant probability (see
Lemma 12).

Lemma 8. (Cleaning up connected components)

Let  be the maximal diameter of the connected components in H . Then one can
remove all edges in H in time O(log  log n) with linear total work, w.h.p..
Proof. As it is shown in Lemma 4, one can nd, for each node v in H, all simple

paths that start at v (and of course are of length at most ) in time O(log  log n)
with linear total work, w.h.p.. All these paths are stored in a padded-consecutive
subarray Sv . Thus Sv contains exactly the nodes of v's connected component.
Now each node v can nd the node w with the minimal identi er in its component. This can be easily done in O(log n) time. If v 6= w, then v nds all nodes
u1; u2;    ; ur , such that (v; ui) is the rst edge of a simple path from v to w. v
\directs" the edges (v; ui ), 1  i  r, to v, that is, the processor assigned to the
edge (v; ui ) will try to access the module corresponding to the node v. Because
of Lemma 2 we have r = O(1), w.h.p.. Therefore, after O(1) steps each processor
will get the answer on its request.

4.2 An O(log log log n log n)-Time Simulation

In this section we describe a simulation of an n-processor EREW-PRAM on
an n-processor DMM that improves all the previously known simulations exponentially. Essentially we show how to reduce the diameter of H to (loglog n)2
eciently.
A k-branch of a node v in the access graph H is the set of all di erent simple
paths of length at most k that start with the same edge incident to v. Clearly
every node v has deg(v) many k-branches. De ne level(r) of a k-branch of a
node v to be the set of all simple paths of length r, 0 < r  k, of this k-branch.
The weight of a k-branch of a node v is the bit-vector w = (w1 ;    ; wk ). The
value of wr is 1 if and only if the number of simple paths in level(r) of the
branch is at least 2r?1 . If the weight of a k-branch satis es w1 = w2 =    =
wr = 1, then we call it r-complete . We order the weights with respect to the
lexicographical ordering. Informally, a k-branch is lexicographically larger than

another k-branch, if it is more similar to a complete binary tree with respect to
the number of nodes in each level.
Simulation

{ Each node v removes the incident edge which is the beginning of the k-branch
with the maximal weight.
{ Clean up all connected components.

Using the path-access-structure, Lemma 4 and Lemma 7 we can easily derive
an algorithm for the rst step of Simulation, that needs time O(log k log n)
and linear total work, w.h.p.. Now we prove that at the beginning of the clean
up procedure the maximal diameter of each connected component in H is at
most O(k2 ), w.h.p., for k  log logn.

Lemma 9. Let k  log logn and  denote the number of cycles in H . After the
rst step of the algorithm, w.h.p., H does not contain any simple path of length
at least ( + 1)  (2k + 1)2 .
Proof. Assume in the contrary, that at the beginning of the clean up procedure
a simple path p of length ( +1)  (2k+1)2 survives. Let us call each branch that
starts with an edge from p the path-branch and we call any k-branch chosen in
the rst step of the algorithm by a node from p the side-branch of this node.
Since no node of the path p has been removed in the rst step, for each node of
p the side-branch di ers from the path-branch. Lemma 2 ensures that  = O(1).
Hence there exists a subpath p~ = (v0 ; v1; : : :; v2k) of p, such that all vertices
of the side-branches of nodes from p~ are not contained in any cycle of length
smaller than 2k.
We show that for each node from p~ the side-branch must be r-complete, for
all nodes vi , 0  i  2k ? r, the right path-branch (starting from the edge
(vi ; vi+1 )) is r-complete, and for all nodes vi , r  i  2k, the left path-branch
(starting from the edge (vi ; vi?1)) is also r-complete.
We prove the desired properties by induction on levels.
level(1) Because no node of a simple path p~ of length 2k was removed in the
rst step of the algorithm, each node from p~ had to remove an incident edge
not belonging to p~. Since for each path-branch of a node from p~ we have
w1 = 1, all the desired path-branches and side-branches are 1-complete.
level(r) Now assume that r > 1 and for each node of p~ the side-branch and
the respective path-branches are (r ? 1)-complete. Consider a node vi , 0 
i  2k ? r, and the edge (vi ; vi+1). Since the side-branch and the right pathbranch of vi+1 are both (r ? 1)-complete and they are disjoint and have no
cycle of length smaller than or equal to k, the right path-branch of vi also
must be r-complete. The nodes vi , r  i  2k, can be treated in a similar
way.

This implies that we need a connected structure of at least 2k  2k?1 nodes
in H for a simple path of length   (2k + 1)2 to survive the rst step of the
algorithm. For k  log logn this contradicts to Lemma 2.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. (a) the path p~ with the edges that are removed by the nodes of p~; (b)
the path p~ with the edges required by the elimination rule on level(2); (c) the
path p~ with the edges required by the elimination rule on level(3).
The following theorem follows from Lemma 4, Lemma 7, Lemma 8, and Lemma 9.
Theorem10. Simulation simulates a step of an n-processor EREW PRAM
on an n-processor DMM in O (loglog logn log n) time with linear total work,
w.h.p..

5 A Lower Bound for PRAM Simulations
In this section we show a lower bound for shared memory simulations based on
hashing and performing the one-out-of-two schedule. Again, we view the oneout-of-two schedule as a process of removing edges from the graph H as de ned
in Section 2. We consider the following class of topological algorithms:
{ Each node of H knows its k-neighborhood; we charge for this O(log k) time.
{ All nodes repeat in parallel the following iteration until all edges are removed:
 Each node that has degree one removes all edges in its k-neighborhood.
 Each other node removes an incident edge basing its decision which one
to remove only on the topology of its k-neighborhood.
Observe that this class of algorithms covers all previously known algorithms
for randomized shared memory simulations (which essentially use at most the
1-neighborhood) and the algorithms presented in this paper. This also means
that our simulation is almost optimal within the class of topological algorithms.
The cleaning up connected components procedure (Lemma 8) is covered by the
capability of the nodes of degree one to eliminate their whole k-neighborhood.
In the proof of the lower bound we assume that we can without loss of generality
delete edges from the graph H, i.e., with this operation we do not prejudice any

simulation. The capability of removing edges has positive e ects for all known
algorithms. Finally, a node can only get the knowledge of its k-neighborhood if
the simulation needs time log k. This maximal knowledge is given in the class of
topological algorithms in advance.
The main idea of the lower bound is to focus only on completely symmetric
structures in the access graph. Each node that has distance at least k from all
leaves has a symmetric k-neighborhood. Hence it randomly makes the decision
which outgoing edge to remove. We show that after performing these random
decisions a smaller symmetric subgraph will still be left, with suciently high
probability. The bound for the decrease of the size of the symmetric subgraph
will yield the lower bound.
De nition11. A (di ; Ti)-tree is a complete di-ary tree of depth Ti .
De ne the values of di and Ti for 0  i < 8 logloglogloglogloglogn n as follows:
loglog n
loglog n
di = (log loglog
n)4(i+1) and Ti = (loglog log n)4(i+1)?2
Fix an algorithm A that belongs to the class of topological algorithms. We
want to maintain a (di ; Ti)-tree in the access graph remaining after performing
i iterations of the algorithm, with suciently high probability. The proof of this
invariant is done by induction, which is based on the following two lemmas.
Their proofs are omitted in this extended abstract. Let H be a random graph
de ned in Section 2.
Lemma
12. Let c < loglog n and let T be a xed tree with q nodes. For q 
log n the probability that T is a subgraph of H is at least 1=2.
9 log log n

Lemma 13. Consider a (di ; Ti)-tree, for 0  i < 8 logloglogloglogloglogn n , k  ploglog n.

If every node randomly removes an incident edge then, with probability at least
1 ? 1= logn, at most diTi?Ti+1 ?2k of the nodes have degree smaller than di+1.

Using these two lemmas we can show that after iteration i of algorithm A a
(di ; Ti)-tree is left, with suciently high probability.
Lemma 14. After performing i iterations of the algorithm A, a (di; Ti )-tree is
a subgraph of the remaining access p
graph with probability at least (1 ? 1= logn)i ,
log
log
log
n
for 1  i < 8 log log log log n and k  loglog n.
Proof. The proof is done by induction on i. For i = 0 we use Lemma 12. Assume
that the lemma holds for i < 8 logloglogloglogloglogn n . From the induction hypothesis we
know that a (di; Ti )-tree is a subgraph of the access graph at the beginning of
round i+1. Without loss of generality, we only consider the edges from this tree
and remove all other edges. Because of the de nition of our class of topological
algorithms we remove all nodes that have distance at most k from any leaf of
this tree.

For the remaining nodes the topology of their k-neighborhood is fully symmetric, so it is not possible for them to distinguish between the incident edges
because every permutation of the labeling of the edges and modules is equally
likely. Therefore each decision based on the topology of the k-neighborhood made
by these nodes is random and is independent on decisions of other nodes.
Hence, using Lemma 13 at most diTi?Ti+1 ?2k nodes have degree smaller than
di+1, and a (di; Ti )-tree is a subgraph of the remaining graph.
The invariant of Lemma 14 holds in each iteration i, for 1  i < 8 logloglogloglogloglogn n ,
and k small enough, even if we start only with log logn log n edges. This implies the
following theorem.

Theorem15. For any algorithm of the class of topological algorithms the ex-

pected number of iterations until all edges of the access graph H will be removed
is ( logloglogloglogloglogn n ).

Proof. In time O( logloglogloglogloglogn n ) it is only possible to see a k-neighborhood for
log log log n

p

k  2O( log log log log n )  loglog n:
Therefore using Lemma 14, after i  8 logloglogloglogloglogn n iterations some edges will be
left. The probability for this event can be bounded by
1 ) 8 logloglogloglogloglogn n  1=e:
(1 ? logn
This yields the desired expected number of iterations.
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